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i. Squeeze a Tic Tac sized amount of Poly Gel onto your spatula.

ii. Take a Dual Form and visualise the length you want the nail to
be. Place the bead of gel on the Dual Form in the centre of the
nail you're envisioning.

TIP: Concentrating more product in the centre (instead of at the
bottom) will ensure the nails are strong and long-lasting. 

iii. Dip the brush in the slip solution and wipe off excess product
using the lip of the bottle.

iv. Gently work the Poly Gel towards the base of the Dual Form
(patting not swiping) until product is smoothed out to the edges
and application at the base and tip of the nail is even.

TIP: If Poly Gel is applied too thickly or too thinly, it will not last.
Balanced application is critical. 
TIP. Once you've smoothed out the Poly Gel, hold the Dual Form
up to the light and look for any gaps in the product around 
the edges. 
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Prep nails Apply Base Gel

Applying the Poly Gel

TIP: Prepping correctly will
ensure the longevity of your
nails. 

i. Trim nails using the nail cutter
tool in your manicure kit.

ii. Push back the cuticles using
the cuticle pusher.

iii. Buff nail surface with the file
to remove the shiny layer.

iv. Wash hands and 
dry thoroughly.

i. Apply a thin layer of Base Gel
to each nail. 

TIP: Wipe off any Base Gel that
gets on your skin before curing.

ii. Cure Base Gel for 60
seconds under the LED light. 

TIP: Make sure all of your nails
are fully under the LED light. 
You may have to do your
thumbs separately.
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i. Snap a pic of your mani for
the 'gram to make everyone
else "GELous". 

i. Gently press Dual Form onto nail.

TIP: Don't press too hard or the gel may squeeze out of the sides.
 If this happens, wipe away the excess with your brush and 
Slip solution.
TIP: To improve the finish under the nail tip, turn your hand over and
pat to thin out and smooth using the brush—no swiping! 

ii. Cure under the LED Light for 120 seconds. 

TIP: More opaque colours (such as Sugar Baby) need to be cured
for longer. Turn your hand over and cure the underside for an
additional 120 seconds.

iii. Once hardened, pinch the sides at the top of the Dual Form,
wiggle up and down and it will pop off (haha, pop off).

iv. Use the manicure kit tools to trim and the file to shape your new
nail.

TIP: Don't forget to buff and file all the sides and edges. Look at your
nails from every angle!

Cure, Pop, Trim, Shape

Apply Top Gel Admire your fresh
set of nails! 
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6.4.

i Apply a thin layer of Top Gel
and cure under the LED light for
60 seconds.

Don't Give Up!
Crafting your own Poly Gel nails
can be tricky for beginners. You
probs won't ace it the first time
and that's OK! 

Practise makes perfect.

Tag us 
@gelatonails_official
Hashtag it 
#gelatonails


